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Thank You

Thank You to my wife for holding me accountable to be a man of
Integrity. Thank you to my parents for praying for my character
and helping me to remain humble. Thank you to my Pastor
Gregory Sanders for not giving up on striving to be an example
for all men everywhere. Thank you to Life of Faith Christian
Church and Pastor Anthony Pigee Sr. Thank you to my brother
Min. Anthony Pigee Jr. for allowing me to serve the men which
initiated this book. I’m grateful for our friendship.
And to you, the reader. Thank you for commiting to be a man of
Integrity. We are a dieing breed but the Lord is raising up a
remnant of men who is tired of settling, tired of compromising
and tired of making excuses why not. This is the day to stand up
and with authority affirm to the world and ourselves that we will
be Men of Integrity. We will be the Men that mothers and wives
appreciate. We will be the Men children respect and honor. We
will be the Men that God utilizes and we will be the Men that the
world needs to transform the make up of flawed men into Men of
God!
Let’s Restore the Value of Our Integrity!

Point #

1

Never bank on your own opinion to be an accurate critic
of your own Integrity.

O

n a scale of 1-10 how would you rate your

Integrity. Now be honest, don't be modest. Looking
over your life in your opinion how would you rate it?
1-------------5------------10
___
Horrible?
Pretty good?
Impeccable?
 Ok, so most may say pretty well. You’re not
perfect but you’re better than most right? Now
here is the bubble buster.
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 The reality is, you are not authorized to rate your
own integrity..... Why?
 Because your opinion will always be slanted to see
what you want to see oppose to how it really is. It’s
unfortunate but true.
 The most accurate rate of your character can only
come from an opinion other than yourself. Even
then, the opinion must come from the one who
knows you inside and out. When the lights are off
and when they're on, on stage and off the stage, in
the game, and out the game.

B. So let's ask a more accurate question, how many
people in your circle who knows both sides of you? Give
a number below.
__________
 It’s unfortunate that majority men can only count on
one hand how many people we can trust with
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intimate information. Minus a spouse, fish and dog
there aren’t many people men trust.
Why? Well, here are two theories.......
1. We’re afraid how people will see us.
2. We’re afraid how people would rate us if they
knew the real us.
 But you need to consider as a man of God regardless
of who you trust or who you don’t trust, you should
always be striving to be a man whose lifestyle
demands respect. A Life that's trustworthy and true
to the calling on being a man of God. A man who is
upright in character and blameless in every way.
 Job 1:1 The Bible tells the story of a man name Job
who was introduced in the first verse to be a man
who was:
1. Upright
2. Blameless
3. Who feared God
4. And shunned away from evil.
3
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 As Satan presents himself to God along with a host of
angels the Lord endorses Job’s character and
introduces him to Satan.... *[[Job 1:8]] NHEB* The
LORD said to Satan, “Have you considered my
servant, Job? For there is none like him in the earth, a
blameless and an upright man, one who fears God,
and turns away from evil.”
 We learn from the life of Job that the man who the
Lord endorses to be valuable:
1. Lives a blameless life
2. Has an upright conduct
3. Fears, honor, respects God
4. And who shuns or turns away from evil.
 Notice, Job wasn’t running around telling people how
awesome he was. No, the Lord was his reference that
his lifestyle echoed his heart.
 Let me say this to, never bank on your own opinion
to be an accurate depiction of your own Integrity.
4
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 Your opinion has no validation to effectively show
how valuable your character is. Your responsibility is
to pursue to live a blameless life where no one can
hold anything over your head.

I charge you:

1. Commit to be upright in your everyday conduct,
adhering to a life that is righteous, honest and true.
2. Never allow your opinion to be the sole source of
what kind of example you set to others around you.
3. Dedicate yourself to be a man who honors God in
your life and who commits to shun away from evil.

This is a man God endorses to the world to be a man
of character and Integrity.

5
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Point #

2

Integrity stands alone against opposition. It cannot be
hidden nor can it be borrowed. It is produced over time
and valued with consistency.

A. You have to understand my friend that Integrity is
not a commodity item you buy from the store, or rent
from Netflix or borrow from a friend. It is produced
from your life.
 Like a farmer who plants seeds expecting a harvest,
you have no right to expect anything if you haven’t
planted anything.
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B. We don't go to church to borrow character, to rent
integrity. We go to church to learn how to cultivate selfcontrol from the garden of our hearts as we strive to
fortify our character.
 So let me ask you, what kind of fruit are you
producing?
 Is self-control one of them?
If it is, below write the date and give one example you
used self-control to help add value to your Integrity
today.....
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
____________________________________________

C. I want you to understand as we strive to be better
men, Integrity is built and established with TIME.
 It takes time for people to find you trustworthy. Over
time you have to be prepared for people to test the
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strength of your integrity just like you would test the
strength of a chair.
 Before sitting down in a chair is it not true that you
must be convinced if the chair can hold your weight?
Of course it is! So now ask yourself can your integrity
hold the weight under pressure? Or will you fold
due to a faulty foundation?

D. While Integrity is built over time, integrity is valued
with consistency.
 With time integrity is fortified with a strong
foundation, but only with consistency can your
integrity be found to be valued by others.
 Think about it this way. If you go to a car dealership
the newer the car the higher the cost of the car right?
What you have to remember is that the value of the
car is in the name of the brand.
9
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 You cannot compare a Buick Regal to a Mercedes
Benz. Yeah both are vehicles, both could be the
newest models, but one has a brand name respected
over time and valued with consistency. Mercedes
has created a model of quality to be known world
wide as a luxury car desired by all car owners
whether they can afford it or not.
 Also consider this; a man whose character and
integrity who is valued by his surroundings draws
both respect and envy. This is why you cannot be
fake with your character. The same people who will
respect you today will care less about you tomorrow
if you allow yourself to be emotionally compromised
by those who envy your authentic and fortified
character.
 Never forget that Integrity is built over Time and
valued by Consistency.
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 Job 2:9
Job was tested by opposition in his own camp. We
find Job’s wife pressed him to throw his integrity
away in light of the afflictions he found himself
enduring. But his wife pressed him only to scoff at
the reality of him holding true to his character.
 Job against opposition refused to allow himself to get
caught

in

the

web

of

being

emotionally

compromised.
 My friend nothing should qualify as a reason to cause
you to throw away your integrity. With the time and
consistency you sacrifice to get your integrity to a
point of true value, it’s not worth it to let it be
devalued no matter the opposition.
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 Let’s see it another way. Some car dealerships never
put their most expensive products on discount. Some
cars never end up in a used car lot, and some cars
never can be purchased in some garage sale.
 Some cars you may never even see on a commercial,
but that doesn't mean they don't exist.
 The most valued integral people don’t need to be
announced on mass markets, but when you drive
next to them on a freeway they'll take your breath
away. Integral people can be tested and tried and still
can stand against all opposition.
 Strive to be integral in everything, only then will you
discover true value.

12
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I Charge You:

1. Character cannot be bought, purchased nor
duplicated; it is produced from an authentic
heart.

2. Integrity is a byproduct of Self Control

3. Never allow your character to be cheapened by
succumbing to how you feel.

4. Tell yourself, “It’s just not worth it!”

Integrity is
Built over TIME & valued with CONSISTENCY.

13
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Point #

3

Integrity is valuable in the right hands but can be
considered dangerous in the wrong hands.
A. In the right hands one learns to use his integrity:
1. As an asset to his Ministry
2. To Give God Glory
3. To honor his family
4. And To Give his Help Mate the assurance of faith and
trust.
 I believe this is the key to being a man who is a
faithful steward. The one who has been entrusted to
be a beacon of light in a world of darkness.
15
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 Integrity in these hands can be considered an
incredible tool used that pleases God.

B. But in the wrong hands to be found trustworthy can
be used as:
1. A weapon for Mass Destruction
2. A tool for Manipulation
3. An excuse for pride and self-righteousness
4. And to be a reason to live on an isolated island
keeping you from finding common ground with
anyone.
 In the book of 1 Samuel The bible presents the story
of a man named Saul who manipulated everyone in
his camp to treat the next king David like an enemy.
 Driven by lust and power Saul uses his kingship as a
weapon to get his own way only to end up on the
other end of his own sword.
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C. Let me ask you, how are you using the way people
see you? Do you use it as a tool to assist, support and
build others? Or are you using your Character as a
weapon to manipulate those around you for self
exaltation?
 In another story, 2 Sam. 11 king David uses his status
and stance as a noble king and God's anointed as a
draw to catch a young woman (Bathsheba) like a fly
on a fly catcher.
 Even though he does have His way, he ends up
suffering from his actions because he did not value
his integrity enough to leave her alone.
 A man whose greatest asset was to be endorsed by
God as a man after his own heart found himself
suffering with the death of his newly born son. (2
Sam. 12)

17
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 This same heart was infected by an opportunity to
use his status as a weapon for Mass destruction.
 My friend your Integrity is more important than you
think. Never let it be devalued in the shadows of lust
otherwise you’ll suffer greater consequences you'll
realize you was never prepared for.
 So I want you to be completely honest. Has there
ever

been

a

time

where

you

used

your

trustworthiness as a weapon to get your own way?
Yes / N ?
 If you have, then you have to consider that you have
the potential of being manipulative. A man of
integrity considers that his actions can create
reprucusions not just in himself, but also in how
others may view God.
 If you are a man of God, yet you are willing to
manipulate your surroundings for personal gain, you

18
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make God a victim of your own demise. AND THAT’S
NOT RIGHT!
 How do you make a God a victim?
o Have you ever been in a relationship with
someone and your compromise caused them
to take a hit with their faith?
o When a woman’s trust has been shattered,
some are willing to respond in separation from
everyone INCLUDING God to rebuild and
restore themselves.
o And the Lord doesn’t take that very kindly.
 You have to take in account that your actions do not
just affect you but also who you represent.
I Charge You:
1. Always use your integrity as a tool to build, never as
a weapon to tear down.
2. Manipulation is not your friend!
3. Don’t become an enemy of God using your good
name as a weapon for mass destruction.

19
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Point #

4

Sustaining a good Name requires different perspectives
and camera angles to ensure your Integrity is well
guarded.

IV. Integrity:
The working definition is:
 The adherence to moral and ethical principles;
 The soundness of moral character; honesty.
 The state of being whole, entire, or undiminished:
 To be sound, unimpaired, or having a perfect
condition.
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A. I believe this was The Original State of Man.
 Adam, the first man had no flaw in him. He was
created in the image and likeness of God.
 He had total access to the entire Garden of Eden with
the exception of the Tree of Knowledge of Good &
Evil. He had the only woman in mankind. Life was
great!

B. If Adam had it so good, what messed him up?
 The problem Adam had was He allowed how he felt
to dictate who he was impacting what he did.

C. Today we have A GENERATION who follows Adam’s
model of doing what we know not to do because we do
what is right in our own eyes.
 Prov. 21:2 “Every way of a man is right in his own
eyes, but the lord weighs the hearts.”

22
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 Prov. 10:9 “Whoever walks in integrity lives
prudently, but whoever perverts his way of life will
be exposed.”
 Prov. 12:15 “The way of a fool is right in his own
eyes, but he who is wise listens to counsel.”.
 The reality is my friend even though you have so
much going for you, you need to be mindful that
the way you see yourself, may not be how God
sees you.
 What if there are some areas that need to be
corrected in order for you to be the man you need
to be? If so, how can you expect to know what
needs to change without a different set of eyes?

D. Here is an analogy to clarify the point:
 I have a friend who works for a security company. His
job is to watch the security cameras that have a
visual of multiple rooms at a secure building.
23
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 Although each room has multiple cameras they also
have multiple security personnel within each room.
 Why would the rooms he’s authorized to oversee
require additional security personnel if they already
have cameras in place?
 I realized although each room is visually secured,
they all require more than one perspective. The
security cameras are designed to help you with a
certain percentage of the room.
 Even with all the cameras, they still need someone to
give a perspective the cameras could not give them.
 You see, some people in your life are assigned to give
you different perspectives from different angles so
you can heed to their counsel helping you to be
better and do better.

24
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 Striving to add value to your integrity, you have to
learn to appreciate every role the people play in
your life. What if the people in your life are assigned
to give you angles and perspectives you can’t give
yourself?
 Consider this the people God put in your life are
there for a reason even if you don't understand why.
 You need to learn to appreciate God's plan for your
life because what He can see in you is greater than
your limited view.

E. Now don’t get me wrong, every opinion is not a good
one, but consider every opinion is a perspective that
goes beyond your own.
 There are some people in your life who give you their
opinion that's really only worth 2 cents, while
someone else's opinion may be worth way more.
 Be careful of devaluing opinions based on your
relationship with the critic. Just like your own rate of
25
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integrity can be slanted, the opinions of bias people
can be slanted as well.
 It’s probably best to end every engagement with a
"thank you for your observation, I'll keep that in
mind" point of consideration.
 Whether the opinionated critic is someone you know
or not, value their insight or not, consider that any
opinion only gives a greater advantage at being
better.
 Although 2 cents has no major impact it adds up over
time. If your surrounded by a lot of 2 cent people I
would encourage you to grab a penny jar. But if your
privileged to be surrounded by people with prophetic
insight, you need to grab a savings account and thank
God for the people who invest in your Integrity &
Character development.
F. Prov. 19:1 “Better is the poor that walk in his integrity,
than he that is perverse in his lips, and is a fool.”
26
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Let’s do a quick heart check?
1. Are you intentional in walking in Integrity?
2. If I was to walk in your shoes Monday through
Saturday where would they take me?
3. If I was to have your wallet what would it tell me you
spend most of your money on?
 I want you to consider that a man of integrity is
intentional in his pursuit for greater. He commits to
being better and doing better regardless of where
he's been or what he's done.

G. 1 Peter 3:16 “Having a good conscience; that,
whereas they speak evil of you, as of evildoers, they may
not be ashamed that falsely accuse your good
conversation in Christ.”

The Apostle Peter causes us to consider something:
1. You never have to defend a good behavior.
27
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2. A compromised behavior will always be under
attack.
3. Always Guard your heart.
 A tainted heart infects your mind, an infected mind
plagues your thoughts, and poisoned thoughts
create disastrous results in your actions.

I Charge You:

1. Be careful of allowing how you feel to dictate who
you are which in turn can impact what you do.

2. Learn to appreciate every role the people play in
your life and Learn to appreciate God's plan for your
life.
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3. Be a better manager over the thoughts you think
and never let your emotions to dictate the man you
were never meant to be.

4. Every opinion is not a good opinion regarding your
character. But learn to value every opinion as
another set of eyes on what kind of man you
present to others.

5. If you truly want to be authentic in your living, being
and doing then learn to manage every persepective
effectively so you can ensure you live a life pleasing
to God!
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Point #

5

Never hide behind the wall of judgement.
Some people are in your life not to judge You,
some are in your life to expose you.
A. The word that separates someone judging you from
someone exposing you is the word evidence.
 I want you to realize that some opinions that appear
judgmental may be tools used to keep you away from
the road that can lead you to hell.
 I truly believe that some people are only assigned to
remind you that the broad road is not your destiny.
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 Their insight is based on where you've been, which
should only motivate you to pursue the narrow road
which is where your meant to be (Matthew 7:13).
 When evidence has been found in your life regarding
you compromising in your integrity then whatever
was hiding in the dark will be brought to the light.
 There is no valid argument against concrete
evidence.
o Evidence is the back breaker to a false
character.
o Evidence shines a light on motives and helps
clear confusion regarding if one is innocent or
guilty.
 If you were in a court room, the winning case
depends on which can present the most concreate
evidence to support their argument.
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 If the plaintiff has more evidence then the defendant,
then the accusations will fall in favor of the plaintiff.
 But the integrity of the defendant should speak more
volumes then the accusations brought on by the
plaintiff.
 Regardless of how many people complain and accuse
you, if your integrity is intact, rest easy.
 Let your character defend you. But if there is
evidence that plays against you in favor of those who
have an issue with you, there no longer remains a
defense and it’s time to rebuild your character.
 Most men throw up the defense wall only because
the accusations made against them are somewhat
true. But an effective defense wall protecting a
tainted character will never be supported nor
defended by God!
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o You cannot pray to God expecting Him to
protect your character when you live in
compromise. The Lord will never endorse a
false character!
o This only feeds your Manipulative Motives we
spoke of in Point #3.

B. Consider this, some people are secret agents used by
God to keep you on the straight and narrow. Your job
is not to accuse everyone in your life as a hater, an
enemy or a fake.
 Instead you need to learn to value every person who
is willing to stay in your life. They all play a role and
they serve in helping you to be the man you need to
be, not the man you are used to being.
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C. A tainted character attracts flies, while an untainted
character repels irritants. What is your life Attracting &
Repelling?
 (I love this note!)
 Whenever you leave food on the table, crumbs or
other sugary substances it has the ability to attract
irritants like flies, roaches and ants. But if you equip
yourself with a repellant like fly traps, or sprays you
keep the irritants away.
 Think hard on this one. Does your character function
in a way that it attracts irritants that infect your
integrity or does it function in a way that it repels
irritants to protect your integrity from being
poisoned?
 The longer you leave trash in your house it will
attract bugs that have an appetite for expired trash
dumps. To eliminate your bug problem you need to
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empty the trash before it creates an attractant for
bugs.

 Cleanliness is the repellant that keeps bugs away
from being attracted to your mess.
 So keep this in mind and keep your character clean
and tidy. If people have nothing bad to say, then
you’re doing something good. Some people only
have an opinion because your character is letting off
an aroma that is displeasing. In this case now you
understand everyone is not judging you, what if some
people are reacting to the stench of your character.

I Charge You:
1. Be humble enough to realize that everyone in your
life is not judging you. Some people are in your life
to expose you to the areas that need to change.
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2. If you want to live a life void of inaccurate
judgements posed by those your surrounded by
than take in account what evidence do they have
against you.
o Be careful of quickly defending yourself
against accusations and consider someone
may be inadvertently helping you to keep
your character clean, genuine and authentic.

3. Be mindful to keep your character clean and tidy.
No one likes a character that stinks!

37
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Point #

6

Never allow your integrity to be devalued by
a track record of bad decisions and poor
choices.



To live an integral life is not to be flawless or
perfect but to be found blameless. To be found
innocent without evidence to be proven guilty.



Many people are taken to trial for accusations
made against them, but how many leave
Innocent? How many leave guilty?



There are some who go to trial only to leave
innocent due to a lack of evidence while some
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confess guilty because they owned up to their
decisions and accepted the verdict to be found
true. Which one are you?



Are you the accused praying for innocence
knowing you’re guilty of the crime or are you
man enough to own up to your bad decisions
and poor choices?



Owning up to your own demise may produce
unwanted consequences but it will allow you to
rebuild your character not from an flawless
place but a blameless one?

A. Consider this, your Character will always be tested
and tried by opposition.
 Despite the opposition do you care for your
integrity enough to not to allow it to be devalued
by a tainted past record? Do you value your
integrity enough to not allow yourself to infect
40
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your character as a result of being emotionally
compromised?
 Eventually you are going to have to embrace the
reality that your integrity will always be under
attack. There will always be someone or
something waiting for you to slip up.
 But if you value your integrity you don't have to
live in defense. When you’re secure in your own
skin your integrity will speak for itself. But the
moment you give your compromise a name, a
face, a memory your character will always have a
weakness.
 For some our weakness lies in the hands of our
first love, for others a childhood bully. The Day
you compromised was the day you authorized the
making of the key to your weakness.
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 You must learn to value your integrity enough to
guard it with your life and never allow what
you've done, or where you've been to dictate
who you are and where you’re going.

B. The opposite sex has been designed to be a support
system for you.
 They are called the man's help mate. But even
though they can be considered your opposition
from time to time it doesn't make them any less
of a help mate.
 What if in their emotionalism it is meant to
produce from you compassion, kindness and
meekness?
 Galatians chapter 5 says the fruits of the spirit are
love, joy, peace kindness, gentleness, meekness
and self control.
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 Here is the hard truth; the fruits of the spirit are
not commodity items that can be given to you,
they can only be produced from you.
 Natural fruits are produced as a result of different
seasons. Apples, oranges and grapes are the
produce from seed time and harvest. The rain and
the sun are both needed to support a healthy
harvest.
 It’s no different with you. What is produced from
you is linked to the seasons of your life
experiences
 I can not stress this enough for you to understand.
 The Fruits of the Spirit are not items that can be
given to you; they must be produced from you.
 The development of your character and integrity
is the result of Self Control produced from your
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life. You will need self control in order to value
integrity.

 But Self Control is produced through some
hardship, pain and suffering.
 Aha! Now you should be able to realize why
you’re dealing with the challenges your dealing
with. God is trying to produce some perseverance
so that your character can learn to stand against
any storm raging your way.
 Every character in the bible had to learn to stand
against the storms of life. Abraham, Joseph,
Moses, Job, David. You name them they could tell
you that their character was shaped by the storms
God allowed in their life.
 You have to realize that what ever God allows has
an assignment. Not to make you bitter but better.
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 Your character and integrity relies on your
perseverance to endure the storms that produce a
life worthy of honor. That’s what this is all about!
Living a life persevering with Honor.
 Don’t be a man demanding respect, be a man
whose life style is worth the respect it deserves.

I Charge You:
1. Some pain is necessary in order to produce from
your life strength to build and restore your
integrity.

2. Consider this that God isn’t mad at you, He’s
madly in love with you. And He wants you to be
better!

3. Never allow your bad decisions and poor choices
to cause you to quit on valueing your integrity.
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Your character is all you have. Without it no one
will see the need to value you as a man of God.

4. It is your calling to be a man the world respects,
honors and values.

5. Let this be the day you renew your commitment
to stand up in the face of your bad decisions, poor
choices. Stand against all opposition and declare
a. I WILL WIN THE WAR OVER ME. I WILL BE
THE MAN GOD SEES IN ME.
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Point #

7

Can my integrity be restored if it has been tainted by a
bad decision or poor choice? Yes it can, but convincing
others you are trustworthy is another issue.

A. Restoring integrity lies on your commitment to
building it with time & adding value to it with
consistency.
 If your integrity has been compromised, you have
to consider that it is equal to a transaction where
you wiped your account of all the funds you saved
up.
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 This is why it is so devastating for a well-respected
leader to mess up. Yes he’s human but his status,
influence and his account of respect and honor
afforded him other benefits not given to people
who could not afford it.
 The more you have in your account the higher
the risk of creating destruction in not just how
people see you, but how people see people like
you.
 An unfaithful steward will look at his (integrity)
retirement account and consider withdrawing the
funds and spend it on a cheap thrill. A faithful
steward however will hire an accountant to
remind them every now and them how much they
have and ensure they keep it secure until it's time
to cash in.
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 Do not treating your integrity like a checking
account but treat it like a retirement fund. Your
Integrity is not an account to be used for
entertainment; this savings account is to be
untouched.
 Your Integrity is the untouchable account that
benefits you not by the dollars you spend but by
the reward points you gain with every deposit.
(AMEN!)

B. While your individual effort in building your integrity
requires immediate attention, restoring your Integrity
does not lie in the hands of people who do not and
cannot trust you.
 I want you to consider that people do not have the
Power to put you in a Hell or a Heaven no matter
what you’ve done and where you’ve been.
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 It’s unfortunate but some people find it nearly
impossible to believe in you as you strive to restore
your integrity. But their disbelief in you should never
be the currency you depend on to see how valuable
you are as a man of God.
 Your commitment to being better lies in your
consistent and persistent press to please God and not
man.
*[[Psa 118:8-9]] ISV* v 8 It is better to trust (take
shelter, take refuge) in the Lord than to put confidence
in man. v 9 It is better take refuge in the LORD than to
trust put confidence in princes.

B. Never allow your restored integrity or your press to
restore your integrity be dislocated by an unforgiving
heart.
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1. (This is an important Note to consider) The
consequence

of

a

selfish

decision

that

contaminates your character bankrupts your
Integrity. You cannot bypass this truth. Your
inconsiderate behavior can create victims if you
do not value your character and integrity.
2. The potential of this problem can lead to creating
scars in people who find it nearly impossible to
forgive.
 This is a consequence we neglect to consider when
dealing with our integrity but still are required to pay
back to people who invested in endorsing our
character.
 You have to realize that the people who endorse your
integrity feel cheated when you make them look
stupid by compromising your character.
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 It already takes a lot for people to support one
another. It takes the stars to align for a woman to go
hard for their man. But when they do, most of them
are committed, because most women are willing to
keep what is valuable to them.
 Understand this that value is added to a man’s
character that is never willing to go on discount. This
is a man of God. The one who knows the worth of
his Integrity and won't compromise for anything or
anybody.
C. You have to take into consideration that an unvalued
credit of integrity can create scars in people that may
never heal. This is why integrity is so important, it
impacts not just how you see you, not just how others
see you, but it impacts how others see people like you.
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D. Here is the turning point: while scars can be created
by a defiled character driven by selfishness, your
Integrity should never be dictated by someone’s
unforgiveness.
 Unforgiveness is a weight that rests on the shoulders
of the individual who needs to let go and let God.
 Your Integrity should never hinge whether or not
they forgive you. Pray that they forgive you and let
go of the weight. (AMEN!)

E. One way in reaching forgiveness is owning up to your
actions. I’m talking about a conversation not with
defense but a time to accept that your actions produced
consequences that requires you asking for forgiveness.
 While asking for forgiveness is 50% the difficulty,
most men quit prematurely in re-building their
integrity because:
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o When you attempted to ask for forgiveness,
the other party didn’t accept your apology
or
o The other party accepted your apology only to
hold it over your head on a later date.

 You may have a problem trying to convince a victim
you’re not the same person who created the scar in
their life.
 Restoration should require:
o Ownership and a
o Moment of reconciliation.
 Be prepared tension may follow your attempt to
reconcile with an unforgiving heart.
 Consider this that all fresh scars have prolonged
pain, but they heal over time. Just make sure you
don't irritate it.
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E. Whether he or she does not forgive you, you are
mandated to upkeep your integrity regardless of what
they say or how they treat you.
 I know it's hard focusing on rebuilding your integrity
under the umbrella of inflicted guilt caused by others,
but with time and consistency the umbrella will be
removed and you will once again benefit from the
SON shining on your life.
I Charge You:
1. Ownership of your wrong cannot be an option but
must be a mandate in order to rebuild your integrity
in the eyes of others.
2. Integrity can be restored over time but convincing
others you are trustworthy is another issue.
3. Never allow what others cannot see in you to keep
you from pressing to be a better man.
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4. No man is perfect, but a man of God Pursues God in
every aspect of his life! Keep Pursuing to please God
No matter what they may say or do to you!
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Point #

8

Never allow the flaws of your past
predecessors to determine the makeup of
what Authentic integrity looks like in You.
 Who is to blame for a bad decision? Who is to blame
for a poor choice? Who is to blame when your
character is defiled and when your Integrity has been
tainted?
 Who is to blame when people do not respect you and
do not value you being a man of God?
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 Where do we point fingers when hearts have been
broken by men who react to emotion instead of
respond to them?
 First things first, you have to free yourself from the
pattern of looking for the next scape goat. How long
will you create a pattern where you cast the blame
on others for what you did?
 Many of us continue the pattern of Adam in the
Garden. Gen. 3:12 “The Woman you gave me….”
I Charge You:
1. Be better and Do Better.
2. Be better than your dad, if he was inconsistent you be
consistent.
3. Be better than your granddad.
If he didn't have any sense, you make sure you keep
your own.
4. Be better than your step father.
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While he may be trying to be a man demanding respect
you be a man worthy of respect.
5. Be better than your homies around the block. While
they’re still trying to prove they're worthy, let your self
worth go beyond unqualified opinions that have no
value.
6. Be better than her EX. Don't be a re-run episode.
Don't be found guilty of resurrecting a past experience
in her because you was pushed to say or do something
regretible out of anger.
 I feel the need to pause here….
 I want you to consider this that many of us are
fighting with the consequences of past relationships
that has nothing to do with you.
 I’m talking about your dating a girl, or married to a
girl and she often lashes at you for no real reason.
She takes her anger to levels that you’re not
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prepared for and you become the victim of a bad TV
show that she watched or some relapsed thought she
had.

 Or maybe you’re fighting with her being able to trust
you because the last guy she was with compromised
her trust.
 Is it fair having to handle the consequences of
someone elses actions? Of course not!
 Regardless if you are a victim due to the scars created
by someone who didn’t care for their character,
make sure you let your Integrity drive you to show
compassion to her helping her to see that all men are
not the same.
 What I’m trying to say is; don't be a re run episode,
prove to her that the myth of men is false by not
being a reocurring statistic.
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 I challenge you to stop studying the women but study
the selfish men who create scars and commit to
being better and doing Better.

Conclusion:
I REPEAT: Be better and do better. Don't count failed
attempts, count consistent streaks.

My final analogy before I let you go:
 If Coach Byron Scott determined his faith in the
Lakers season based on the standings at the
beginning of the 2014-2015 season he would’ve quit
before he started.
 There would be no need to get back on the court. He
would be done.


But Coach Scott made up in his mind to go in to
practice not because of what his team looked like,
but in what it could be like.
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 Coach Byron Scott came to practice and he saw; Kobe
Bryant a future hall of famer, Carlos boozer a beast
back in Utah, Jeremy lin the orchestrator of the
Linsanity era, and countless rookies who were hungry
to make a mark in the NBA.
 He took inventory of what he had and approached
every game with this mindset, let's get this next win.
He knew if He can get a win, He can create
momentum. And getting momentum could change
the trajectory of the whole season.
 Even though their season did not go the way they
expected it to go, they came back to practice
overcasted by the standings getting prepared for a
next win mindset!
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 Your victory for a one night flesh fight is meant to
give you momentum. You not cussing out your lady
in front of your kids is meant to give you momentum.
 You not taking a second look back at the female who
just past you is meant to give you momentum. You
walking out the room when the homies fire one up or
take a toke, is meant to give you momentum.
 You making a decision to moniter your thoughts,
actions, emotions and responses are meant to give
you momentum.
 When you can get momentum, you can become
unstoppable.
 Let’s says you’ve been pretty integral in your walk
with Christ.
 Great! Now keep that momentum going!
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 Let’s say you’ve been ok with you integrity but you
could do better.
 Great! Let’s get some momentum and let’s get going!
 Let’s say to be honest you’ve been horrible. No one
trusts you. No one believes you. People treat you like
the black ball in the group. No one appreciates you.
You just feel like the black sheep that women detest,
and men spit at. (Maybe not that bad, but you get
the point)
 You are never at the point of no return. All you need
is a NEXT WIN Mindset!
Let's win this game tonight so we can gain momentum.
So be better today.
Do Better today,
You have to see yourself becoming better tomorrow.
Restore the value of your Integrity! God is counting on
you. Don’t quit, we’re counting on you.
Love You Bro…
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I charge you:
 Never allow what they did to determine what
you do. Your dad, granddad or uncle has no
dictatorship over you life except what you give
them.
 Be better than them! Gain some momentum and
prove to God He can trust you!
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